A hyperlink is a finite set of non-intersecting simple closed curves in R × R 3 . Let S be an orientable surface in R×R 3 . The Einstein-Hilbert action S(e, ω) is defined on the vierbein e and a su(2) × su(2)-valued connection ω, which are the dynamical variables in General Relativity. Define a functional FS(ω), by integrating the curvature dω + ω ∧ ω over the surface S, which is su(2) × su(2)-valued. We integrate FS(ω) against a holonomy operator of a hyperlink L, disjoint from S, and the exponential of the Einstein-Hilbert action, over the space of vierbeins e and su(2) × su(2)-valued connections ω. Using our earlier work done on Chern-Simons path integrals in R 3 , we will write this infinite dimensional path integral as the limit of a sequence of Chern-Simons integrals. Our main result shows that the quantized curvature can be computed from the linking number between L and S. One way to overcome this is to quantize the holonomy of a connection. This is done by expressing the curvature as the limit of the holonomy around a loop, divided by the area enclosed by the loop, as the area shrinks to zero. The details can be found in [2] .
Quantization of curvature
In the quantization of area and volume as done in [17] , they used canonical quantization on the dynamical Ashtekar variables to derive area and volume operators. Such a method will no longer work for curvature, as the curvature involves derivatives of the dynamical Ashtekar variables.
One way to overcome this is to quantize the holonomy of a connection. This is done by expressing the curvature as the limit of the holonomy around a loop, divided by the area enclosed by the loop, as the area shrinks to zero. The details can be found in [2] .
However, as shown in [11] , in loop quantum gravity, the area should be interpreted as a quantized operator, possibly taking the value 0 in its range. Thus, one will run into serious problems in trying to define the reciprocal of an area operator. The authors in [3] also knowledged that the limit of the above procedure do not exist, as the eigenvalues of the area operator is discrete.
LetṼ → R × R 3 be a 4-dimensional vector bundle, with structure group SO (3, 1) . This implies thatṼ is endowed with a metric, η ab , of signature (−, +, +, +), and a volume form ǫ abcd .
SupposeṼ has the same topological type as T R 4 , so that isomorphisms betweenṼ and T R 4 exist. Hence we may assume thatṼ is a trivial bundle over R 4 . That is,Ṽ ≡ R 4 × V → R 4 will be our trivial bundle in consideration, for some fixed vector space V of dimension 4.
However, there is no natural choice of an isomorphism. A vierbein e is a choice of isomorphism between T R 4 andṼ . It may be regarded as aṼ -valued one form, obeying a certain condition of invertibility. A spin connection ω a µγ onṼ , is anti-symmetric in its indices µ, γ. It takes values in Λ 2 (Ṽ ), whereby Λ k (Ṽ ) denotes the k-th antisymmetric tensor power or exterior power ofṼ . The isomorphism e and the connection w can be regarded as the dynamical variables of General Relativity. Notation 1.1 Indices such as a, b, c, d and greek indices such as µ, γ, α, β will take values from 0 to 3. We will use the greek indices to index the basis in Λ 2 (V ).
Indices labeled i, j, k, will only take values from 1 to 3. These indices will keep track of the spatial coordinate x i .
The curvature tensor is then defined as 1) or as R = dω + ω ∧ ω. It can be regarded as a two form with values in Λ 2 (Ṽ ).
Throughout this article, we adopt Einstein's summation convention, that is, we sum over repeated superscripts and subscripts, unless stated otherwise. Using the above notations, the Einstein-Hilbert action is written as Here, ǫ µγαβ ≡ ǫ µγαβ is equal to 1 if the number of transpositions required to permute (0123) to (µγαβ) is even; otherwise it takes the value -1.
The expression e ∧ e ∧ R is a four form on R 4 taking values inṼ ⊗Ṽ ⊗ Λ 2 (Ṽ ) which maps to Λ 4 (Ṽ ). ButṼ with the structure group SO(3, 1) has a natural volume form, so a section of Λ 4 (Ṽ ) may be canonically regarded as a function. Thus Equation (1.2) is an invariantly defined integral. By varying Equation (1.2) with respect to e, we will obtain the Einstein equations in vacuum. See [22] .
The metric η ab onṼ , together with the isomorphism e between T R 4 andṼ , gives a (nondegenerate) metric g ab = e a µ e b γ η µγ on T R 4 . By varying Equation (1.2) with respect to the connection ω, we will obtain an equation that identifies ω as the Levi-Civita connection associated with the metric g ab .
Fix a basis {E
Let su(2) be the Lie Algebra of SU (2). Choose the following basis for su(2),
all inside su(2) × su(2) and also denotê
We will also writeÊ αβ = −Ê βα .
For A, B, C, D ∈ su(2), we define the Lie bracket on su(2) × su(2) as
We can map Λ 2 (V ) to the Lie Algebra su(2) × su(2) via a linear map ξ as follows,
Let Λ q (R 4 ) denote the q-th exterior power of R 4 and using the standard coordinates on R 4 , we choose the canonical basis {dx 0 , dx 1 , dx 2 , dx 3 } for Λ 1 (R 4 ). And we choose {dx 1 , dx 2 , dx 3 } to be a basis for the subspace
be a Schwartz space, as defined in [10] and define
The vierbein e described earlier can be written as
Instead of writing the spin connection ω to be Λ 2 (V )-valued, we will write it to be su(2)×su(2)-valued, i.e.
There is an implied sum over repeated indices. This ω is now a su(2) × su(2)-valued one form. Its curvature form R = dω + ω ∧ ω is now a su(2) × su(2)-valued two form.
2. The authors in [3] also considered the spin connection to be su(2)-valued.
3. Even though the above curvature form R is su(2) × su(2)-valued, do note that its components {R ab µγ } are indeed the components of the curvature of the vector bundleṼ → R 4 . SinceṼ is isomorphic to T R 4 , therefore quantizing R is equivalent to quantizing the curvature of T R 4 .
In [10] , after applying axial gauge fixing, as (∂ 0 ≡ ∂/∂x 0 ), the Einstein-Hilbert action defined in Equation (1.2) now becomes
Remark 1.3 Note that a similar gauge fixing was also carried out in the analysis in [3] , for the case of R 3 .
A simple closed curve in R 4 will be referred to as a loop and a set of simple closed curves in R 4 , L will be referred to as a hyperlink. A hyperlink is oriented if we assigned an orientation to its components. We say L is a time-like hyperlink, if given any 2 distinct points p
• if there exists i, j, i = j such that x i = y i and x j = y j , then x 0 − y 0 = 0.
Throughout this article, all our hyperlinks in consideration will be time-like. By definition, it is necessary that π a (L), a = 0, 1, 2, 3, are all links inside their respective 3-dimensional subspace π a (R 4 ) ⊂ R 4 for a time-like hyperlink L. See [15] .
Remark 1.4
We wish to point out that for a time-like hyperlink, we are not saying that any distinct points p, q ∈ R 4 in the hyperlink must be (Minkowski) time-like separated. In fact, in quantum gravity, there is no preferred choice of metric, so saying that two points are time-like separated makes absolutely no sense at all.
Consider 2 different hyperlinks
in R 4 , which will be termed as geometric and matter hyperlink respectively. The symbols u,ū, v,v will be indices, taking values in N. They will keep track of the loops in our hyperlinks L and L. The symbols n and n will always refer to the number of components in L and L respectively.
Given two hyperlinks L and L, we also assume that together (by using ambient isotopy if necessary), they form another hyperlink with n + n components. Denote this new hyperlink by
), assumed to be time-like. Consider an oriented hyperlink χ(l, l), made up of 2 distinct oriented loops l and l. In [11] or [15] , we defined the hyperlinking number between l and l in R × R 3 , denoted as sk(l, l), to distinguish from the linking number between 2 simple closed curves in R 3 . More generally, define for each u = 1, . . . , n,
Remark 1.5
The hyperlinking number is well-defined for time-like loops. See [11] .
Using the above basis, define
be an irreducible finite dimensional representation, indexed by halfinteger and integer values j ρ ± ≥ 0. The representation ρ : su(2) × su(2) → End(V + ) × End(V − ) will be given by ρ = (ρ + , ρ − ), with
By abuse of notation, we will now write ρ + ≡ (ρ + , 0) and ρ − ≡ (0, ρ − ) in future and thus
Without loss of generality, we also assume that ρ ± (Ê) is skew-Hermitian for anyÊ ∈ su(2).
Color the matter hyperlink, i.e. choose a representation ρ u :
i.e. we do not choose a representation for L.
Let q ∈ R be known as a charge. Define
Here, T is the time-ordering operator as defined in [13] and Tr ρ means taking the trace with respect to the representation ρ. We sum over repeated indices, with i taking values in 1, 2 and 3; α = β take values in 0, 1, 2, 3 and
Remark 1.6 1. The term T exp q l u ω is known as a holonomy operator along a loop l u , for a spin connection ω. [23] used the above holonomy operator in R 3 to obtain knot invariants in R 3 , by quantizing the Chern-Simons theory, using the path integral approach.
Witten in
3. The authors in [16] also defined a path integral, involving the holonomy operator, to quantize gravity and they argued that the result should be related to knot invariants.
Fix a closed and bounded orientable surface, with or without boundary, denoted by S, inside R × R 3 . We can write S as a finite disjoint union of surfaces, and without any loss of generality, we assume we can project each such smaller surface to be a surface inside R 3 or in R × Σ i , i = 1, 2, 3. Furthermore, we insist the geometric hyperlink L is disjoint with S and π a (L) intersect at most finitely many points inside π a (S), a = 0, 1, 2, 3.
Define the following functional, taking values in su(2) × su(2),
Note that we do not specify any representation forÊ αβ and the functional F S (ω), referred to as the total curvature of S, is defined by integrating the curvature 2-form R, over a surface S.
We are going to quantize F S into an operator, via the path integral, given by Notice that we are going to average F S over all possible ω ∈ L ω , weighted against the exponential of the Einstein-Hilbert action.
Remark 1.7 1. A similar path integral expression is given in [16] .
2. We do not specify the representation in F S and so the path integral takes values in su(2) × su(2).
3. In quantum gravity, curvature is treated as a dynamical variable. A quantized curvature operator at each point p ∈ R 4 is not defined, as commented in [3] .
4. If we regard the curvature as field, then it was explained in [21] that the curvature R do not yield a well-defined operator; rather only smeared fields will yield quantized operators. In this case, we smear the curvature over a surface S, given by F S .
In [10] , we derived and defined the path integral given by Expression 1.5 as 
whereby E ± was defined in Equation (1.3). And ǫ ijk ≡ ǫ ijk be defined on the set {1, 2, 3}, by
When S is the empty set, we define F ∅ ≡ 1, so we write Expression 1.5 as Z(q; χ(L, L)), termed as the Wilson Loop observable of the colored hyperlink χ(L, L).
2. For each bounded surface S, we can define an operator, henceforth be denoted byF S and we will write Expression 1.
One should view the operatorF S as acting on the Wilson Loop observable Z(q; χ(L, L)).
Using the lemma in the appendix found in [10] , one can show that
The reader can also refer to [11] for a detailed proof.
Note that Tr ρ ± u means take the trace. See [10] or [11] . In this article, we will compute the limits of the remaining 5 terms in Expression 1.6, as κ goes to infinity. This will give us the main result Theorem 1.18 in this article.
From our main Theorem 1.18, we see that the path integral is computed using the linking number between an oriented geometric hyperlink L and an oriented surface S. We refer to the definition of the linking number between a hyperlink with a surface given in either [11] or [15] . It is a topological invariant, hence it is invariant under any diffeomorphism of R × R 3 , not just Lorentz transformation. See [8] . Note that in any diffeomorphism of R 4 , we insist that the matter and geometric hyperlinks must remain time-like under this transformation.
Remark 1.9
In this article, we fixed our matter and geometric hyperlinks and surface S, thus we do not consider ambient isotopic classes of loops and surface S.
As a consequence, curvature is quantized via the Expression 1.5. As an application, we will explain how quantum gravity solves certain inconsistencies in General Relativity as outlined in [20] .
Compare this with our separate article [11] , in which we showed that the area operator is computed using the piercing number between a hyperlink and a surface. The physical interpretation will be that the area operator sums up the impact of the particles colliding with a surface S, taking into account the particles' momentum from boost and rotation.
Limit ofĀ
We will write y u (s) = (y
When the loop is oriented, we will often choose a parametrization which is consistent with the assigned orientation.
Notation 1.11
Choose an orientable, closed and bounded surface S ⊂ R 4 , with or without boundary. If it has a boundary ∂S, then ∂S is assumed to be a time-like hyperlink. Do note that we allow S to be disconnected, with finite number of components. Parametrize it using σ :t ≡ (t,t) ∈ I 2 → (σ 0 (t,t), σ 1 (t,t), σ 2 (t,t), σ 3 (t,t)) ∈ R 4 and let
When we project S inside R 3 as π 0 (S), we can parametrize it using σ ≡ (σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ). Let K σ (t) ≡K σ (t,t) := (J 01 (t,t), J 02 (t,t), J 03 (t,t)),
If S is assigned an orientation, we will choose a parametrization such that the inherited orientation on π 0 (S) ⊂ R 3 is consistent with the vector J σ .
Let y ≡ (y 0 , y) ∈ R 4 , whereby y ≡ (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) ∈ R 3 . We will writê
If x ∈ R n , we will write (p x κ ) 2 to denote the n-dimensional Gaussian function, center at x, variance 1/κ 2 . For example,
We will also write (q x κ ) 2 to denote the 1-dimensional Gaussian function, i.e.
For x, y ∈ R 2 , we write
i.e. we integrate over Lebesgue measure on R 2 . More generally, given f, g ∈ C(R n ), we will write
whereby λ is Lebesgue measure.
Let ∂ a ≡ ∂/∂x a be a differential operator. There is an operator ∂ −1 a acting on a dense subset in S κ (R 4 ),
Here, x a ∈ R. Notice that ∂ a ∂ Here,
Note that ∂ In [10] , we defined
whereby
τ (i) .
To compute its limit as κ goes to infinity, we need the following lemma. We will denote the linking number between an oriented surface S and an oriented loop l by lk(l, S). Lemma 1.13 Let S be a surface in R × R 3 and refer to Notation 1.11. Suppose (i, j, k) ∈ {(1, 2, 3), (3, 1, 2), (2, 3, 1)}. We have
Proof. Fix a j = 1, 2, 3, which determines i and k. Note that we can split the surface S into a finite disjoint union of surfaces u S u , such that at most one curve in π j (l v ) pierce each such surface S u , and such an intersection point is referred to as a piercing. And because we will in our sequel to this article, consider equivalence class of curves, we may and will assume that at the piercing p ∈ R × Σ j , the intersection of π j (l v ) with S u , ̺ v,′ 0 = 0 in a small neighborhood around p. That is, a small segment of π j (l v ) that contains p lies in a plane that is parallel to Σ j .
Thus, without loss of generality, we assume that ω : Refer to Notations 1.10 and 1.12. From the lemma in the appendix in [10] or Lemma 5 in [14] , it is straightforward to show that
If is negative, then our final result below will pick up an extra negative sign.
Using a change in variable argument, we see that (J 0i = −J i0 .)
From Item 1 in the lemma in the appendix in [10] , or from Item 2 in Lemma 5 in [14] , we see that
And κ
if 0 ∈ R, 0 otherwise. When 0 ∈ R, it means that the curve (̺ k , ̺ 0 , ̺ i ) pierce the surface π j (S).
Putting all together, we see that the RHS of Equation (1.12) converges to π · sgn(z(ω) − x(ω)), which is equal to πε(p), ε(p) is the algebraic piercing number of p defined in [11] or [15] . 
Limit ofB κ
Refer to Notations 1.10, 1.11 and 1.12.
In [10] , we defined 13) In this subsection, we will compute its limit as κ goes to infinity. Lemma 1.15 Let S be a surface in R × R 3 . Refer to Notation 1.11. We have
Proof. Note that we can split the surface π 0 (S) into a finite disjoint union of surfaces, such that l v pierce each such surface at most once.
Thus, without loss of generality, we assume that ω :
It is straightforward to show using Item 3 in the lemma in the appendix in [10] , or using Item 2 in Lemma 5 in [14] , that
Using a change in variable argument, we see that
(1.14)
From Item 1 in the lemma in the appendix in [10] , or using Item 2 in Lemma 5 in [14] , we see that
if 0 ∈ R, 0 otherwise. When 0 ∈ R, it means that the curve in R 3 , parametrized by ̺ v , pierce the surface π 0 (S).
Putting all together, we see that the RHS of Equation (1.14) converges to ∓π, depending on the signs of sgn(̺ v,′ · J σ ) and sgn(z(0) − x(0)), which are equal to the orientation and height of p ∈ R 3 respectively as defined in [11] or [15] , where π 0 (l v ) intersects π 0 (S) at p.
Corollary 1.16
We have Expression 1.13 converges to
  .
Limit ofC
± κ
Refer to Notations 1.10, 1.11 and 1.12. Let C 3 = {(1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 2)}.
In [10] , we defined
(1.15)
Note thatŝ = (s,s) andt = (t,t) and
. In this subsection, we will show that its limit as κ goes to infinity is zero. Lemma 1.17 For (i, j, k) ∈ C 3 andŝ = (s,s),t = (t,t), we have 19) all converge to 0 as κ goes to infinity.
Proof. We first deal with Expression 1.16. Now,
and
Note that we used ∂
0 q y κ is bounded by a constant from Item 1 in the lemma in the appendix in [10] , or from Item 2 in Lemma 5 in [14] , it suffices to prove that
goes to 0 as κ goes to infinity. Now,
as κ goes to 0. This shows that Expression 1.16 goes to 0. The proof for Expression 1.19 is similar.
To prove that Expression 1.18 goes to 0, similar to the above argument, it suffices to show that
goes to 0 as κ goes to infinity.
Let ω :t ≡ (t,t) → (σ i (t), σ j (t)). And letŜ = ω(I 2 ) ⊂ R 2 . A simple change of variable argument and apply Item 2 in the lemma in the appendix of [10] , or using Item 4 in Lemma 5 in [14] , will yield
which converges to 0 as κ goes to infinity.
To prove that Expression 1.17 goes to 0, similar to the above argument, it suffices to show that
After a change of variables, the above expression becomes
: s ∈ R} and let D ǫ be a diagonal strip, center at D, with width 2ǫ. Think of a vertical strip center at the y-axis, with width 2ǫ. Then rotate this strip clockwise 45 degrees, and we will obtain D ǫ .
Since ω(I 2 ) is bounded, we see that D ǫ ∩ ω(I 2 ) will have area that tends to 0 as ǫ goes to 0. And for any ω ∈ D Recall that F S (ω) is the integral of the curvature over a surface S. By averaging all possible spin connections ω in R 4 , Expression 1.5 quantizes the total curvature of a surface S, into an operatorF S , which takes only discrete values because the linking number between a surface S and the geometric hyperlink L is discrete.
Application to Quantum Cosmology
Thiemann described in [20] , the problems General Relativity faced. Solving Einstein's Equations will lead to singularities, hence predicting the existence of black holes. The Friedmann-RobertsonWalker (FRW) model, which describes the universe, also faces certain problems.
In this model, the metric is given by
The constant k will determine if we have closed, flat or open universe. It will be closed, flat or open, if k = 1, 0, −1 respectively. We will focus on R(t), which depends on time. Einstein's Equations predict that lim t→0 + R(t) = 0, resulting in the metric being singular, giving rise to the idea of the classical Big Bang singularity. Now curvature is actually proportional to 1/R(t) 2 , so indeed this singularity is a curvature singularity.
One way to resolve this singularity is to replace it with a 'quantum bounce', as introduced by the authors in [1] . They argued that a FRW model is only valid till very early times. As curvature increases even further, loop quantum gravity takes over and creates an effective repulsive force, overwhelms classical gravitational attraction, and causes a 'quantum bounce'. Their theory effectively replaces the big bang which occurs at the start of time, hence resolving the singularity as mentioned above. See [3] . This is one of the major advancement in Loop Quantum Gravity since 2003. We wish to highlight that in the articles [2] and [3] , the authors seemed to be working in a 3-dimensional manifold, instead of a 4-dimensional manifold, just as quantum gravity theorists who used spin networks also worked in a 3-dimensional space. For a good review of spin networks, we refer the reader to [4] , [5] , [6] and [18] .
We can also resolve this singularity using the quantized curvature we obtained earlier. In the FRW model, curvature will be continuous with respect to time. Fix a surface S ⊂ R 3 . If we choose ω to be the Levi-Civita connection associated with the metric in the FRW model, then total curvature F S (ω) given in Equation (1.4) will vary continuously with respect to time t, and approach infinity as t → 0 + . If we deform the surface S continuously, then F S (ω) will vary continuously.
Quantum gravity, on the other hand, paints us a different picture. As time decreases, a highly curved universe will imply that the space is getting smaller and we are approaching the regime of quantum gravity. When quantum gravity takes over, the total curvature is actually quantized and the quantized operatorF S takes discrete values for different surfaces S, as the linking number between a surface S and the geometric hyperlink is discrete. Thus, we cannot have continuum values of total curvature, hence the metric given above no longer holds in short distances or high energy and the FRW model is no longer valid at distances and energies in the quantum gravity regime.
